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Tinbergen "How" question (how does the receiver filter out 
acoustic signals of conspecifics from environment?) and 

answer it with how mechanisms have adapted/popped up out 
of nowhere (because we don't understand possible transitional 

states) over evolutionary history in vertebrates and how 
signals have subsequently changed along with these filters

Levels of Analysis Context



Personal intro: PAS vs CAS as well as 
vertebrate tree and where my present work 

falls along both spectra



vocal and auditory pathways that are organized
similarly to those of amphibians, reptiles, birds,
and mammals (4). Batrachoidid fish (midshipman
and toadfish), in particular, have an expansive
vocal-acoustic network, including a rhythmically
firing, pacemaker–motor neuron circuit that di-
rectly determines the contraction rate of vocal
muscles attached to the swim bladder and, in
turn, the temporal properties of calls (5, 6) (Fig.
1B and fig. S1; movies S1 to S3). Because
batrachoidids also have readily studied larval
stages (7), they were chosen to investigate the
hypothesis that fish and terrestrial vertebrates
share an ancestral origin of their vocal motor net-
works. Here, we show that the vocal systems of
fishes and tetrapods develop very similarly in a
segment-like region that forms a transitional
compartment between the caudal hindbrain and
rostral spinal cord.

Comparative evidence shows that the devel-
oping hindbrain of vertebrates has eight segments
or rhombomeres (8). A segmental organization
has been shown, in part, by identifying hindbrain
reticular neurons that project to the spinal cord
(9). We identified a similar pattern of reticulo-
spinal pathways in larval batrachoidid fish,
labeling the rostral spinal cord with either fluo-
rescent dextran-amines or Alexa biocytin and
then visualizing retrogradely filled hindbrain
neurons with laser-scanning confocal microsco-
py (10). Larvae had eight rhombomeres (rh1 to
rh8), with rh1 to rh7 distinguished by clusters,
and rh8 by an elongated column, of reticulospinal
neurons (Fig. 2A). Rhombomere 8 is of special
interest for two reasons. First, it is proposed to
give rise to pattern-generating circuitry in all
vocal vertebrates (11). Second, rh8 forms a tran-
sitional zone with the spinal cord that is typically
two to three times the size of each rhombomere
in segments 2 to 6 (8, 12), and rh8 is subdivided
in teleosts (9) and birds (13) into multiple, segment-
like regions. A segmental pattern for rh8 was
revealed here in larval batrachoidids by using
fluorescent tracers with nonoverlapping wave-
lengths to simultaneously map the reticulospinal
scaffold and vocal motor neurons [labeled via
occipital nerves innervating developing vocal
muscle, see (7)]. A dense midline column of vocal
motor neurons (Fig. 2, B and C) was revealed,
lying immediately caudal to a rostral subdivision
of rh8’s reticulospinal column. The easily de-
limited vocal motor nucleus (VMN) prefigures
its expansive size in postlarval stages (Fig. 2D,
also see Fig. 1B). The early larval VMN was
more than twice as long as individual rhombo-

meres within rh2 to rh6, comparable to the two-
rhombomere (bimeric) extent of some cranial
motor nuclei, namely the trigeminal and abducens
nuclei, which span, respectively, rh2 to rh3 and
rh5 to rh6 in teleost fish and birds (8, 12, 13).

To further test the possibility that the VMN
in larval fish develops within rh8, its position
relative to other neuronal groups was examined.
The labeling of vocal and nonvocal muscles
with different detxran-amines showed that the
caudal half of the VMN was aligned with the
rostral portion of a motor column, extending into
rostral spinal segments, that innervates pectoral
girdle and trunk muscles (PEC and EP, respec-
tively) (Fig. 3, A and B); direct labeling of the
occipital nerve roots that innervate these muscles
(7, 14) confirmed this pattern (Fig. 3C). We then
compared the locations of vocal neurons with
those of vagal motor neurons, the caudal extent
of which provide a landmark for the hindbrain-
spinal transition (13). Composite labeling of the
vagal-innervated gastrointestinal wall (fig. S1B)
and occipital-innervated pectoral girdle muscle,
along with vocal neurons, showed two cell groups
(Fig. 3, D to F). The gastrointestinal neurons
(XMNs) corresponded to a caudal subgroup of

vagal motor neurons (15) that extended along
the rostral half of the VMN, whereas the pectoral
neurons (LPs) represented the far rostral pole of
the occipital-spinal column (Fig. 3C). An anti-
body to choline acetyltransferase demarcated the
entire vagal motor column in a pattern consistent
with the dextran-amine labels (fig. S2), thus re-
inforcing its identification. The simultaneous
mapping of nonvocal and vocal motor neurons
led to the hypothesis that the VMN in fish de-
velops in a distinct compartment formed by
hindbrain rh8 and rostral spinal cord.

The fully differentiated vocal circuit includes
both pacemaker and motor neurons that are readily
labeled via transneuronal transport of neurobiotin
applied to the vocal branch of the occipital nerve
(6). Only vocal motor neurons are labeled at
the earliest larval stages, followed by pacemaker
and prepacemaker neurons at successively later
stages (16). The developing vocal circuit of lar-
val fish was mapped here relative to the seg-
mental organization of the hindbrain at the earliest
stage that includes prepacemaker and pacemaker
neurons (10). Alignment of a horizontal series of
neurobiotin-filled vocal (Fig. 4, A and B) and
reticulospinal (Fig. 4, C and D) neurons in larvae
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Fig. 1. Evolution of vocal be-
haviors. (A) Cladogram of liv-
ing bony vertebrates (3), with
oscillogram of a vocalization from
a representative species, shows
nodal (ancestral) states for vocal
characters (10). Vocalizations
(top to bottom): midshipman fish
agonistic “grunts,” bullfrog ad-
vertisement call, estrildid finch
song, and squirrel monkey cack-
le. Scale bars (top to bottom)
are 500 ms, 1.0 s, 250 ms, and
200 ms. Vocal mechanisms are
unknown for lobe-finned fish
(other Sarcopterygii), although
well-known for nonavian (other)
Reptilia (30). (B) Vocal pacemaker
circuit. Among batrachoidid fish
(midshipman and toadfish), there
is a direct translation between
the temporal properties of the
vocal circuitry and natural calls
(4, 5). (Top) Transverse section at
the caudal hindbrain-spinal cord
transition of a toadfish shows
transneuronal, neurobiotin-labeling
of midline vocal motor neurons
(VMNs), adjacent pacemaker
neurons (VPN), and motor axons
exiting via nerve root that gives
rise to the occipital vocal nerve
(OVN); vocal neurons have ex-
tensive lateral processes (5, 6). Scale bar is 100 mm. (Bottom) The rhythmic, oscillatory-like activity of a vocal
motor neuron [(top trace) average of four DC-coupled intracellular records] is aligned with occipital nerve
activity [(bottom trace) average of four intracranial records] to indicate relative timing [see (5) for same
temporal pattern of pacemaker neurons]. Response was evoked by midbrain electrical microstimulation in
midshipman fish [paired stimulus artifact far left; modified from (5) with permission]. Horizontal scale bar is
20 ms; vertical scale bar is 20 mv and 1 mv, respectively, for intracellular and nerve records.

18 JULY 2008 VOL 321 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org418
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-How would you paraphrase Krogh’s principle into a 
single sentence? In other words, make sure you have 
a working definition of Krogh’s principle extracted from 
the 1929 paper.
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Experimental�evidence�for the�acoustic�tuning�of�individual�cochlear�afferent�neurons.��
A�frequency�sweep�stimulus�was�used�to�determine�the�selectivity�and�sensitivity�of�a�
single�auditory�nerve�fiber.��Action�potentials�(vertical�ticks)�occur�at�a�particular�time�point,�
corresponding�to�a�particular�frequency�during�the�sweep.��The�characteristic�frequency�(cf)�
is�that�which�elicits�action�potentials�at�the�lowest�intensity.��As�intensity�rises�action�
potentials�are�driven�by�a�wider�and�wider�band�of�frequencies.��
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Gravid Females Exhibit Positive 
Phonotaxis to Playback of Male Hum 

M. Marchaterre 



Adapted from Rohmann and Bass 2010 
Journal of Experimental Biology

Midshipman Peripheral Auditory SystemAR260-GE39-02 ARI 10 October 2005 21:6

Figure 3
Fine structure of zebrafish inner ear hair cells (120 hpf). (A) A sensory hair cell of the anterior macula.
Scale bar, 2 µm. (B) Transverse section of a hair cell bundle. The increase in height of the closely
arranged stereocilia can be seen (only a third of the stereocilia are present in this section). Scale bar,
1 µm. (C) Two synaptic bodies surrounded by secretory vesicles at the basolateral end of the cell. (D) An
efferent synapse filled with vesicles. (E) Very fine extracellular linkages at the tips of two stereocilia. The
darkened areas of insertion plaques at the upper insertion site and the caps of the stereocilia are readily
visible. (F) A single tip link interconnecting neighboring stereocilia. Scale bars, 0.5 µm in C-E, and
0.125 µm in F.
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All�hair�cells�work�similarly�– deflection�of�the�hair�bundle�causes a�change�in�membrane�
potential�by�the�gating�of�mechanosensitive ion�channels.��This�receptor�potential�in�turn�
modulates�voltageͲgated�calcium�channel�gating,�leading�to�altered�transmitter�release�
onto�associated�afferent�neuron�dendrites,�changing�the�frequency�of�action�potentials�
propagating�to�the�brain.��

P. Fuchs



Picking a model organism for hair cell recordings



Fig.�1.�A,�diagram�of�experimental�chamber�(not��drawn�to�scale).�The�halfͲhead,�h,�
is�sealed��to�the��bottom�of�the�chamber�with��'Blutak ',�with��the��tympanum�facing�
down�towards�the�sound�source.��Sound��was�generated�with��a�dynamic�earphone,�
e,�and��the�sound�pressure�near�the�tympanum�was�monitored�with�a�fin.�(1ͼ27�em)�
condenser�micro phone,��m,�and��a�critically�damped�and�calibrated�probe��tube,�p.�
The�distance�from�the�axis�of�the�probe��tube��to�the�tympanum�is�approximately�5�
mm.�i,�intracellular�micro electrode;�r,�reference��electrode;�g,�inlet��tube�for�moist��
02/C02�mixture;�space�around�head��packed�with��moist��Kleenex.�B,�drawing�of�a�
transverse�section��of�a�cochlea��fixed�in�Susa.�The�section��is�taken��at�a�level�near��
the�saccular end�of�the��basilar��membrane.�S,�saccule;�SV,�scala vestibuli;�SM,�
cochlear�duct��or�scala media;�ST��scala tympani;�he,�hair��cells�in�papilla�on�the��
basilar��membrane;�tm,�tectorial�membrane;�cg,�cochlear�ganglion,�containing�cell�
bodies�of�auditory�nerve�fibres.�During�an�experiment,�the�scala.�tympani�was�
opened�on�the�medial�surface�for�introduction�of�the�intracellular�electrode.

20
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Fig. 4. Electrical resonance and the underlying ionic currents in the frog’s hair cell. (A) A current pulse elicits a damped resonance in 
the membrane potential of a cell held in current-clamp conditions at its resting potential of -57 mV. B. When the membrane 
potential of the same cell is displaced from -85 mV to -40 mV under voltage-clamp conditions, a biphasic membrane current 
ensues. (C) Exposure of the cell to a tetraethylammonium-containing solution reveals an inward Ca*+ current (upper trace). 
Subtraction of the Ca*+ current from the total ionic current isolates the Ca*+-activated K+ current (lower trace). 

Hudspeth, 1983a) made gigohm seals with heat- 
polished electrodes 2-3 pm in tip diameter and 
filled with a potassium aspartate internal solution. 
After a patch of membrane was ruptured to estab- 
lish the whole-cell recording configuration, two 
types of recordings were made from each cell. 
Under current-clamp conditions, oscillations in 
membrane potential were recorded upon injection 
of small current pulses. The cell was then held 
under voltage clamp and its membrane current 
was measured during potential changes of various 
sizes. 

The electrical resonance of saccular hair cells 
occurs at frequencies of 80-160 Hz, in good agree- 
ment with the characteristic frequencies recorded 
from eighth-nerve fibers innervating the organ 
(Lewis et al., 1982). The resonance is generally 
sinusoidal (Fig. 4A); the degree of damping varies 
widely with the quality of recordings, with the 
largest electrical quality factors (Q,) in excess of 
250. 

When a saccular hair cell is depolarized under 
voltage-clamp conditions, the ionic current that 
flows is biphasic (Fig. 4B). If the cell is placed in a 
stream of saline solution containing 10 mM tetra- 
ethylammonium ion, only the inward component 
of the current persists (Fig. 4C, upper trace). By 
ionic substitution and the use of channel blockers, 
this component was found to be due to the activa- 
tion of a voltage-sensitive Ca2+ conductance, g,,. 
Subtraction of the Ca2” current from the total 
ionic current leaves an outward current compo- 
nent (Fig. 4C, lower trace); this represents the 

activity of the Ca2’- sensitive K+ conductance, 
gKcCa) (Lewis and Hudspeth, 1983a). 

If either of the two conductances identified in 
voltage-clamp studies, g,, or gKfCa), is partially 
blocked, the electrical resonance under current- 
clamp conditions is substantially damped (Lewis 
and Hudspeth, 1983b). These conductances are 
accordingly necessary for the resonance; are they 
sufficient to produce resonance? To investigate this 
point, we used voltage-clamp data to model the 
voltage and ionic sensitivities of the two conduc- 
tances. A third-order, Hodgkin-Huxley formula- 

K+ * tJ ‘j Ca++ /-j 
Cd' [Ca++] i 

T..; OK* 
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the proposed mechanism for 
resonant frequency tuning in the bullfrog’s hair cell. Depolari- 
zation of the cell by a stimulus opens voltage-sensitive Ca” 
channels. The influx of Ca*+ regeneratively depolarizes the 
cell: [Ca2+ ] i then rises, activating Ca*+-sensitive K+ channels. 
The resultant efflux of K” repolarizes the cell to and beyond 
the steady-state potential. Ca*+ within the cytoplasm is buffered 
and rapidly extruded. 

Fettiplace and Crawford 1978

Hudspeth 1986

Electrical Properties of Turtle Hair Cells

+ flow

BKCa



BKCa Channels and Electrical Resonance

adapted from Fettiplace and Fuchs 1999

BKCa



30

Tonotopic map of turtle cochlea based on ‘ringing frequency’ of hair cell membrane 
potential.  Above data collected by intracellular recording from solitary hair cells, 
individually – isolated by dissociation from the basilar papilla.  So here, NO acoustic 
or mechanical stimulation was used.  Rather, a square current step was injected 
down the electrode to depolarize the hair cell.  The voltage-response to this purely 
electrical stimulus exhibited all the features of the sharply-tuned hair cell resonance 
previously revealed by acoustic stimulation in the intact inner ear.  

P. Fuchs



Structure�and�Function�of�the�Auditory�and�
Vestibular�System�Ͳ 1

2

Increasing�elaboration�of�the�auditory�endͲorgan�during�evolution.��Increasing�length�of�the�
‘cochlea’�associated�with�higher�frequency�hearing.��Upper�limit�in�turtle�~�1�kHz,�in�chicken�
~�5�kHz,�in�humans�~�20�kHz.���

Although�the�length�of�the�auditory�epithelium�is�only�1�mm�long�in�turtle�(a�representative�
reptile)�compared�to�~�30�mm�long�in�a�mammal�(human),�nonetheless�the�turtle�
epithelium�is�tonotopicallyͲarranged,�with�highest�frequencies�represented�nearest�the�
saccule,�and�lower�frequencies�further�away.��

P. Fuchs





swamp sparrow

http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.0030386

http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.0030386
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mammals are totally 
different





Von�Bekesy�described�the�cochlear�‘traveling�wave’,�a�frequencyͲdependent�pattern�of�
vibration�resulting�from��the�varying�mechanical�stiffness�of�the�cochlear�partition/basilar�
membrane.��This�animation�illustrates�vibration�patterns�for�a�lower�and�higher�frequency�
tone.��At�the�cochlear�apex�the�basilar�membrane�is�broad,�thin�and�flexible.��At�the�
cochlear�base�the�basilar�membrane�is�narrow,�thick�and�much�stiffer.��Smaller,�stiffer�
objects�tend�to�vibrate�at�higher�frequencies,�while�longer,�more�flexible�objects�tend�to�
vibrate�at�lower�frequencies.��You�might�imagine�the�cochlea�as�a�kind�of�musical�harp,�with�
short�strings�(at�the�base)�sounding�high�frequencies,�longer�strings�(at�the�apex)�sounding�
lower.��

5
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https://auditoryneuroscience.com/book/export/html/13



Selective�innervation�of�cochlear�hair�cells�by�afferent�(type�I�spiral�ganglion)�neurons�
establishes�‘labeled�lines’�for�acoustic�frequency�content.��Each�type�I�afferent�contacts�a�
single�inner�hair�cell�and�so�represents�a�narrow�band�of�frequencies�that�best�excite�that�
position�along�the�cochlear�duct.��

6
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Wersinger, McLean, Fuchs and Pyott 2010
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Innervation of the Cochlea

type I afferents	

type II afferents	


lateral efferents	

medial efferents

Fuchs 2014



distinct fiber systems: an inferior efferent system (thick
fibers) and a superior efferent system (thin fibers). That
the large endings on SHCs arise from thick fibers has been
demonstrated previously by using acetylcholinesterase
(Takasaka and Smith, 1971; Firbas and Müller, 1983),
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) -labeling (Whitehead and
Morest, 1981; Keppler et al., 1994), and ChAT (Zidanic
and Fuchs, 1995; Ofsie et al., 1997) antibodies. These
studies have consistently reported that the thick efferents
cross the basilar membrane, branch along the way to
supply SHCs with large endings, and continue past the
inferior edge of the BP to the HCA where they form a
plexiform network (Fig. 12b) (see Zidanic and Fuchs, 1996,
for a discussion of the efferent innervation of the hyaline
cells).

The thin efferents that provide bouton innervation of
the THCs have not been described in as great detail as the
thick efferents. In the chick, Whitehead and Morest (1981)
reported extremely fine fibers with boutons next to THCs
that they interpreted as being putative efferents. In the
pigeon, Takasaka and Smith (1971) described acetylcho-
linesterase staining over the superior edge of the BP as “a
loosely woven network beneath the sensory cells.” The
HRP-labeling study of Keppler et al. (1994), also in the
pigeon, has provided the most descriptive information on

the termination pattern of individual thin fibers. The six-
teen thin superior fibers that they reconstructed either
took a superior route toward the THCs or an inferior route
toward intermediate cells after emerging from the habe-
nula perforata, suggesting that there might be two sub-
populations of thin efferents in the pigeon. The results
presented here demonstrate that the thin superior effer-
ents are cholinergic and that they appear to take a course
in the chick that is similar to that described in the pigeon.

Avian cochlear efferent system has features
comparable to mammalian efferent system
When retrograde tracers are placed in the mammalian

cochlea, two distinct populations of cell bodies are labeled
in the brainstem: a medial and lateral population (Warr et
al., 1986). Differences in fiber caliber and termination
pattern of the medial and lateral cell populations have led
to the idea that two functionally distinct cochlear efferent
systems are present in mammals, the medial and lateral
efferent systems, respectively. Similar experiments with
the chick cochlear efferent system have not yielded such a
clear segregation of cell bodies of origin (Schwarz et al.,
1992; Code and Carr, 1994). Despite the lack of evidence
for comparable mammalian and avian efferent systems
based on the organization of cell bodies of origin in the
CNS, the neurochemistry, fiber caliber, and termination
pattern of the avian inferior and superior efferent systems
do suggest certain similarities to the mammalian medial
and lateral systems, respectively.

The medial efferent system is composed of fibers with
thick myelinated axons that innervate outer hair cells
(OHCs) with large endings at their basal pole (Warr and
Guinan, 1979; Guinan et al., 1983; Arnesen and Osen,
1984; Brown, 1987; Brown et al., 1988), similar in this
respect to the thick inferior fibers of avians that provide
cup-like endings on SHCs. The significance of this obser-
vation is highlighted by the fact that OHCs and SHCs
share a mutual paucity of afferent innervation. Only 5% of
the afferent fibers (from Type II ganglion cells) innervate
mammalian OHCs (Spoendlin, 1969), and avian SHCs
either do not receive any or at most one afferent bouton
(Fischer, 1992). Thus, the mammalian medial efferent
system and avian inferior efferent system each have large
endings and innervate the population of hair cells that
receives little afferent innervation. Furthermore, both
OHCs and SHCs are located abneurally (i.e., on the side of
the epithelium away from the habenula perforata) requir-
ing thick efferents to first take a transverse route across
the basilar membrane before providing branches to their
target hair cells. It is tempting to speculate that the cues
used for axonal guidance and synapse formation also may
be conserved by thick efferents of mammals and birds.

The analogy between mammalian outer hair cells and
avian short hair cells extends to the level of the functional
effects of ACh, the efferent transmitter. Recent experi-
ments have demonstrated that the cellular response to
ACh is remarkably similar in isolated guinea pig OHCs
(Housley and Ashmore, 1991; Eróstegui et al., 1994a, b;
Blanchet et al., 1996; Evans, 1996; Nenov et al., 1996;
Yamamoto et al., 1997) and chick SHCs (Shigemoto and
Ohmori, 1991; Fuchs and Murrow, 1992a, b; McNiven et
al., 1996). In both cell types, ACh activates a nonselective
cation channel with physiological and pharmacologic
properties consistent with those described for the !9 nic-
otinic receptor (Elgoyhen et al., 1994). Opening of the

Fig. 12. Summary diagram of choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)
-positive innervation of the basilar papilla (BP). a: Tracing of a cross-
section through the midpoint of the chick’s BP. Hair cells are shown as
filled gray shapes, and the hyaline cell area (hca) is to the right. Thick,
inferior (inf) efferents (red) cross through the bottom of the BP, giving
off branches that lead to cup-like terminals on short hair cells. Thick
efferents also give rise to a plexus of bouton endings among the
hyaline cells. Thin, superior (sup) efferents (blue) give rise to en
passant bouton endings on tall and intermediate hair cells. Axon
diameters not drawn to scale. b: Surface view of the 4-mm-long BP (in
gray; not to scale). Thick (red) efferents innervate hair cells and
hyaline cells through the basal (high-frequency) two thirds of the BP.
Thin (blue) efferents innervate tall hair cells for at least the basal
three quarters of the BP. A population of thick and thin fibers (ma-
genta) arises at the apical tip and provides bouton endings to hyaline
cells and marginal short and tall hair cells in the apical (low fre-
quency) quarter of the BP. The hyaline cell area is richly invested with
a dense plexus of ChAT-positive fibers and endings throughout the
entire extent of the BP.
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Structure�and�Function�of�the�Auditory�and�
Vestibular�System�Ͳ 1

2

Increasing�elaboration�of�the�auditory�endͲorgan�during�evolution.��Increasing�length�of�the�
‘cochlea’�associated�with�higher�frequency�hearing.��Upper�limit�in�turtle�~�1�kHz,�in�chicken�
~�5�kHz,�in�humans�~�20�kHz.���

Although�the�length�of�the�auditory�epithelium�is�only�1�mm�long�in�turtle�(a�representative�
reptile)�compared�to�~�30�mm�long�in�a�mammal�(human),�nonetheless�the�turtle�
epithelium�is�tonotopicallyͲarranged,�with�highest�frequencies�represented�nearest�the�
saccule,�and�lower�frequencies�further�away.��

P. Fuchs



Fig. 5 Examples of mammalian audiograms. (a) Horseshoe bat (Long & Schnitzler, 1975);
human, guinea pig, mouse (after Fay, 1988); elephant, blind mole rat (Heffner & Heffner, 1982,
1992). (b) 60 dB hearing limits for a wide range of terrestrial mammals (adapted from Heffner,
2004 and Heffner & Heffner, 1992). (From Vater & Kössl, 2011, with permission.)
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